1. Battery

Keep the battery stored in a cool, dry place when not in use.

2. Power Switch and Mode

To turn on the flash light, turn the switch knob clockwise to turn on the flash light power. To turn off the flash light, turn the switch knob counterclockwise until the charging indicator is green and it will turn to red after the charge is completed.

3. M Mode

In this mode, the metering system of this camera will detect flash light flashes normally. (In M mode, press the PILOT button to turn on the flash light. After use, turn the knob counterclockwise until the charging indicator will flicker alternatively between red and green and the charging is completed.)

4. Test Flash

To avoid possible safety accident, do not use the flash light on people. The AF LED and the AF light will give proper light as per time and then you can get your desired photos.

5. Locking Ring

The locking ring is on the flash light. It is designed to be adjustable. Be sure to fasten the locking ring in the direction of the arrow. On the other hand, open the batteries chamber cover and take out the batteries. Be sure to fasten the locking ring in the opposite direction.

6. Output Level Indicators

The number of output level indicators can be decreased to get more natural shooting effect. Shown in the right figure.

7. Power-saving Function

To save power, you can press PILOT button, turn the switch in the direction of the arrow to turn on the flash light power. The indicator will flicker alternatively between red and green and the charging is completed. The light head may be dim because there is no battery or the battery power is weak. In such case, if you still conduct accurate focusing; at this time, the flash light can give out AF light to assist in the camera's focusing so as to achieve accurate focusing.

8. AF LED

The AF LED is not on? check if some settings in the camera are forbidden.

9. Nomenclature

The Nomenclature is the list of speedlite parts and functions. See the figure for details.

10. Specifications

For Canon version, the exposure compensation settings are forbidden. Further notice will not be given if the design and dimensions change.

11. Trademark

The YONGNUO logo in this manual includes the registered trademark or trademark of Shenzhen Yongnuo Photography company. Further notice will not be given if the design and specifications change.